eLearning Literature Studies Sampler Video Transcript 2020-2021
Welcome to a quick look at new materials for eLearning Secondary Literature Studies. This
innovative program presents Online Listening Experiences for Secondary Band, Orchestra and Choir
Students. There are 10 Modules available for each group.
Mighty Music Publishing’s eLearning materials have been successfully used by thousands of
teachers and students. We have been in the business of creating high-quality audio-visual music
education materials for over 40 years.
Here are highlights from each group of study materials. Each module begins with a Composer Card
featuring a composer portrait, birth and death dates, music history period, and the flag and map of the
country of origin for the composer.
This card is from the Band Module Set.
The Background Page shows information about the composer’s life, points out interesting facts
about the particular composition, and presents relevant vocabulary words.
This page is from the Orchestra Module Set.
Each selection then has an engaging Mighty Lesson which highlights important musical elements
that will be heard in the selection.
This lesson and the following materials are from the Choir Module Set. (music plays)
The animated Video Map is an entertaining visualization of the selection that features the form of the
piece, featured instruments, and musical signs and symbols. (music plays) All of this is presented in
an appealing and captivating way that keeps students engaged in learning.
Additional Links to a wonderful Live Performance and an interesting Alternate Version are given for
each selection. (music plays)
The Module also includes a Checking for Understanding Page that can be used for student feedback.
The included Overview Page provides information about all the components of the module. Live
YouTube links can be shared from this page to your district’s preferred delivery method. There is
also an Inside Scoop section about the performance and Notated Themes.
Each Learning Module takes a complete approach to one important piece of music literature.
Middle School and High School students who watch and read these Learning Module Presentations
will learn the answer to these 5 questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Who are some of the most recognized composers for music literature?
What are some interesting facts about the composers' lives and their music literature?
What are some well-known music literature selections?
Which key musical elements are important in music literature?
Who are some renowned conductors and performers of music literature?
Give your students the life-long love of great music!

